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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to ensure that emergency road response vehicles are
dispatched automatically.
How should you design the processing system? To answer, select
the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

Box1: API App
* Events generated from the IoT data sources are sent to the
stream ingestion layer through Azure HDInsight Kafka as a
stream of messages. HDInsight Kafka stores streams of data in
topics for a configurable of time.
* Kafka consumer, Azure Databricks, picks up the message in
real time from the Kafka topic, to process the data based on
the business logic and can then send to Serving layer for
storage.
* Downstream storage services, like Azure Cosmos DB, Azure SQL
Data warehouse, or Azure SQL DB, will then be a data source for
presentation and action layer.
* Business analysts can use Microsoft Power BI to analyze
warehoused data. Other applications can be built upon the
serving layer as well. For example, we can expose APIs based on
the service layer data for third party uses.
Box 2: Cosmos DB Change Feed
Change feed support in Azure Cosmos DB works by listening to an
Azure Cosmos DB container for any changes. It then outputs the
sorted list of documents that were changed in the order in
which they were modified.
The change feed in Azure Cosmos DB enables you to build
efficient and scalable solutions for each of these patterns, as
shown in the following image:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/bs-cyrl-ba/azure/architecture/exampl
e-scenario/data/realtime-analytics-vehicle-iot?vie

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
A Cisco collaboration engineer has been asked to remove the
ability HQ phone 2 to dial HQ phone
1 by URI dialing. After removing the partition assigned to
[email&#160;protected] HQ phone 2's CSS, HQ phone 2 is still
able to reach HQ phone 1. Why is the HQ phone 1 still reachable
using
URI dialing?
A. CSS Changes failed to be applied after hitting save due to
Database replication issues.
B. Directory URI Alias partition has been defined in Enterprise
parameters.
C. Phone needs to be reset for changes to take effect.
D. Directory URI partition cannot be deleted therefore still
will be reachable.
Answer: B
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Answer: C
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